
…it’s all about choice



Over the last 30 years we have built an enviable 
reputation for not only creating beautiful, hand crafted 
kitchens here in the UK but by offering the kind of 
customer service that others can only aspire to.

The collection you are looking at here is…

All our kitchens are constructed using traditional 
materials and methods with an obsessive 

way and that way is the Mereway.

…other collections include:

COLOUR CO-ORDINATION

Originally only offered in Light and 

company to produce a colour co-
ordinated carcass unit. Thought novel 
at the time, it is now considered the 

ENGLISH REVIVAL COLLECTION

Mereway develop and introduce a new 
range of classic period kitchens aimed 

at the bespoke market.

NEW MEREWAY ‘COMPLETE’

We launch the facility for customers to order units and doors from one supplier and move 
from being a component supplier to a full kitchen manufacturer. We go to market with our 

NEW PREMISES AT REDFERN PARK WAY

MEREWAY BATHROOMS

Mereway Bathrooms move to 
a separate production site of 

as a separate company.

FACTORY EXTENSION

The growing popularity in Mereway 
kitchen styles sees the main 

ft. increasing our manufacturing 

CUCINA COLORE

The market sees a move towards experimenting with colour. We respond with the 
introduction of a new collection of contemporary Italian inspired designer kitchens which 

INVESTING IN THE FUTURE

Mereway Kitchens invest in new 

UK manufacturers to produce high gloss 

ENGLISH REVIVAL SIGNATURE

Mereway Kitchens create a 
new look with the launch of the 
Signature English Revival range.

A contemporary evolution of a 
much loved classic.

TOWN & COUNTRY

Mereway Kitchens launch a new 
concept where the look of the kitchen 
can be changed dramatically through 

careful choice of range content.

FIRST VIRAL CAMPAIGN

While celebrating 25 years of Mereway, we 

 
www.merewaykitchens.co.uk

NEW HANDLELESS RANGE

Mereway Kitchens become one of the 

produce a truly handleless kitchen for the 
Italian inspired Cucina Colore collection.

30 YEARS OF MEREWAY

industry for our market leading 

celebrate 30 years of success.

ENGLISH REVIVAL REBIRTH

A growing market for bespoke traditional 
kitchens sees us use our considerable 

manufacturing skills to re-launch English 
Revival; a new range of traditional and 

contemporary in-frame kitchens.

SOCIAL MEDIA

with the development of a number of 

SUPERIOR CARCASS QUALITY

A publicity stunt by a Mereway customer demonstrates the 
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EARLY CARCASS UNIT

base units illustrating glued and 
dowelled rigid construction, Continual 

drawer box.

OUR FIRST PREMISES

Production of kitchen carcasses for 
independent retailers starts in a small 

Fordrough, Birmingham.

ENGLISH REVIVAL MODERN CLASSIC

Mereway Kitchens create a new look with the launch of their English Revival Modern 
Classic range. This is widely recognised in the industry and is nominated for the 

prestigious KBB most innovative kitchen design award.

2013
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We recognise that we have a vital role in helping 
to protect the local and global environment and 

are proud to use a wide range of sustainable 
products throughout the production process. 

These include timbers that have been FSC 

originated from managed forests.

32
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Meet the twins.
They have a lot in common and share 

everything, especially their opinions on 

the latest looks, styles and trends.

When it comes to choosing a kitchen, 

both share a love for the good things 

in life and seek our exceptional British 

Neither of them will accept anything less 

than the very latest designs, tailored to 

their particular tastes.

the shelf, run of the mill kitchen.

There is one big difference between the 

two though…

One lives in the town and loves 

everything chic, modern and 

contemporary. The other lives in the 

country and has more traditional tastes.

are looking for, to create their perfect 

kitchen at Mereway.

years to come, no matter where you live 

or whatever your tastes.

Everyone is different,   right?
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“Simple cooking is all about combining 
ingredients to create a plate of food.

Great cooking is about the seamless marriage 
of a variety of exciting ingredients that creates 

I, like Mereway, believe in having a variety of 
ingredients to choose from. Everything from 
old favourites to new discoveries, from the 
traditional to the contemporary.

It is only when you have all these to hand, 
that you can then combine them in a variety 
of ways to create everything from the familiar 
to the unexpected.”

Call me ‘adventurous’  but I like the Mereway of doing things.

www.garethkyle.co.uk

hello@garethkyle.co.uk

Gareth Kyle
Masterchef Live 
Champion of Champions 2011

Gareth Kyle is a lover of good food and lives in the beautiful North East of England.

He has been cooking for as long as he can remember and was inspired by watching Keith Floyd on 

Gareth has taken part in a number of cooking competitions and was a winner of the 2012 EAT! 

Summer winner. He also holds a Guinness world record for the longest individual cooking marathon 

You can get in touch with Gareth by emailing him at hello@garethkyle.co.uk or by visiting his 

website at www.garethkyle.co.uk

…it’s all about choice
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My perfect town house kitchen

…it’s all about choice

My kitchen is everything I 
hoped it would be.

great place to hang around in 
with friends and family.

There were so many style 
options available on nearly 

every single piece, I was spoilt 
for choice and could raise or 

level I was happy with.

I now have my ideal kitchen.

As you can see opposite, 
my sister, with her more 

traditional tastes, would have 
created a kitchen that looked My sisters more elegant option
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turned out exactly how I 
wanted it to.

traditional but still has all those 

makes it a pleasure to cook 
and entertain in.

Having so many style options 
to choose from made it all 

possible. I could have all those 
desirable features that make 
cooking and entertaining a 
pleasure but still retain the 

looks of a traditional kitchen.

taste - she would have created 
a more contemporary option 

but then, as she said

 
my choice!

…it’s all about choice

My perfect country house kitchen

My sisters more contemporary option
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Over the next few pages, let us inspire you with some ideas and you can begin 

whatever your tastes. That’s the beauty of the

How we created the individual kitchens for 
both the town and country house.

From chic and contemporary to… From timeless and traditional to…

…chic and contemporary.…timeless and traditional.

Ask your Mereway premium partner to go through the many 
style options including handles, plinth, cornice and feature 
items which will help you create your desired look.

1. Wine Chiller
A sleek glazed stainless steel wine 
chiller provides a modern way to 
store your wine.

1. Wooden Mantle
Every cooks dream, a traditional Aga 
surrounded by a feature mantle with 
traditional tiling and storage drawers for 
all of those cooking tools and utensils.

1. Open Base Wine Rack
Practical storage for your bottles 
of wine in a more traditional yet 
functional way.

1. Contemporary Mantle
Create a modern cooking space with 
glazed splashback and contemporary 
range cooker surrounded by a minimalist 
mantle to give a modern look.

3. Square End Shelf Unit
Create a modern and functional 
display area at the end of your island. 
Perfect for cookery books/utensils 
and ornaments.

3. Open Display Wall Unit
Perfect for showing off your best 
crockery and creating a practical 
storage area.

3. Wicker Basket Base Unit
A timeless focal point for the island, 
gives useful storage for vegetables 
& fruits with traditional wicker 
baskets as well as a useful shelf for 
cookery books.

3. Vertical Bi Fold Wall Cupboard
State of the art electronics allow 
push opening to reveal a illuminated 
modern space to hideaway every 
day items.

2. Tall Oven Housing Unit
Use these in pairs or triples to create 
a modern bank of units for food 
preparation and cooking appliances.

2. Dining Table and Chairs
Create a true country kitchen by 
incorporating a farmhouse table 
and chairs.

2. Classic Mantle
Create a traditional cooking area 
by choosing a range cooker and 
surround it with a classic mantle with 
side opening storage for cooking 
ingredients/herbs and spices.

2. Island Unit
Create an informal eating area with 
practical storage and cupboard space.

4. Contemporary Glazed Wall Units
Available in a variety of colours (base 
and wall units) these cupboards 
provide illuminated feature storage for 
cups/glasses and crockery.

esst 
caal 

4. Wicker Basket Base Unit
Perfect storage for pots, pans, fruit 
and vegetables that allows easy 
access for the regular cook.

4. Double Wall Cupboards
These opulent double wall cupboards 
are useful to store kitchen items in a 
traditional setting.

4. 2 Drawer Base Units
This practical storage solution 
conceals your pots and pans to create 
an uncluttered look.
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Harrow Door Finish: 
 Handles: 

Available in:

Grey 
Bardolino Bardolino

Light Ash Oak Grey Oak DeepOak Grey Oak Dark
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Open display unit

Front peninsula end shelf unit
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Available in:

White Ivory

Canterbury Door Finish: PEBBLE.

 Handles: 

Bi-fold wall unit

Mussel Pebble Pumice Stone Cashmere Light Grey
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Canterbury Door Finish: PALE PACIFIC.

 Handles: 

Feature traditional mantle Open display storage with wicker baskets

Available in:

White Ivory Mussel Pebble Pumice Stone Cashmere Light Grey
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Canterbury Door Finish: WHITE.

 Handles: 

Open shelving with wine rack

Available in:

White Ivory Mussel Pebble Pumice Stone Cashmere Light Grey
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Newbury Door Finish: 
 Handles: 

Available in:

White Ivory Mussel StonePebble CashmerePumice Light Grey
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Glazed dresser unit

Glazed wall unit

Feature mantle with break front design
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Available in:

White Ivory Light Grey

Milford Door Finish: WHITE.

 Handles: 

Glazed wall units Feature open display base with a 
choice of storage inserts

Mussel Pebble Pumice Cashmere
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Available in:

Treviso Light Treviso Dark Vintage Natural Oak Tobacco Oak Nautic Oak

Islington Door Finish: 
 Handles: 
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Islington Door Finish: 
 Handles: 

Available in:

Treviso Light Treviso Dark Vintage Natural Oak Tobacco Oak Nautic Oak

Stepped wall cupboardsFeature display units Open display base
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Charnwood Door Finish: PUMICE.

 Handles: 

Available in:

White Ivory Cream PumiceMussel CashmerePebble Light Grey Ready to Paint
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Wall spice rack end unit Open storage shelving unit

Glazed larder unit

Feature book end unit
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Virginia Door Finish: LIGHT GREY.

 Handles: 

Available in:

White Ivory Cream PumiceMussel CashmerePebble Light Grey Ready to Paint
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Feature traditional mantle Feature base end shelf

Open display base with pull out baskets

Mirrored back panel

Pantry larder unit
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Virginia Door Finish: CREAM.

 Handles: 

Glazed dresser with drawers Feature mantle with hidden storage

Available in:

White Ivory Cream PumiceMussel CashmerePebble Light Grey Ready to Paint
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Virginia Door Finish: CREAM.

 Handles: 

Curved corner block External curved door

Available in:

White Ivory Cream PumiceMussel CashmerePebble Light Grey Ready to Paint
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Available in:

Light Oak

Redmond Door Finish: LIGHT OAK.

 Handles: 
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Lincoln Door Finish: 
 Handles: 

Available in:

Chalk White

Dark Sage

Pumice

Mulberry

Prosecco

Dainty Blue Plum

Ivory

Cobalt Blue

Light Fern

Natural Oak

Mussel

Pale Grey

Pantry Cream

Priory Blue

Dark Fern

Ready to Paint

Pebble

Castle Grey

Calico

Gun Metal 
Grey

Light SagePapyrus Caffe Late

Anthracite 
Grey

Cadet Grey
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Open display storage with wicker baskets

Open end display shelves Mantle shelf

Curved end unit
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Lincoln Door Finish: NATURAL OAK & CALICO.

 Handles: 

Available in:

Chalk White

Dark Sage

Pumice

Mulberry

Prosecco

Dainty Blue Plum

Ivory

Cobalt Blue

Light Fern

Natural Oak

Mussel

Pale Grey

Pantry Cream

Priory Blue

Dark Fern

Ready to Paint

Pebble

Castle Grey

Calico

Gun Metal 
Grey

Light SagePapyrus Caffe Late

Anthracite 
Grey

Cadet Grey
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Lincoln Door Finish: 
 Handles: LARGE OAK KNOB.

Available in:

Chalk White

Dark Sage

Pumice

Mulberry

Prosecco

Dainty Blue Plum

Ivory

Cobalt Blue

Light Fern

Natural Oak

Mussel

Pale Grey

Pantry Cream

Priory Blue

Dark Fern

Ready to Paint

Pebble

Castle Grey

Calico

Gun Metal 
Grey

Light SagePapyrus Caffe Late

Anthracite 
Grey

Cadet Grey
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Gainsborough Door Finish: CALICO & PUMICE.

 Handles: 

Available in:

Chalk White

Dark Sage

Pumice

Mulberry

Prosecco

Dainty Blue Plum

Ivory

Cobalt Blue

Light FernMussel

Pale Grey

Pantry Cream

Priory Blue

Dark FernPebble

Castle Grey

Calico

Gun Metal 
Grey

Light SagePapyrus Caffe Late

Anthracite 
Grey

Cadet Grey Ready to Paint
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Gainsborough Door Finish: CHALK WHITE & ANTHRACITE GREY.

 Handles: 

Available in:

Chalk White

Dark Sage

Pumice

Mulberry

Prosecco

Dainty Blue Plum

Ivory

Cobalt Blue

Light FernMussel

Pale Grey

Pantry Cream

Priory Blue

Dark FernPebble

Castle Grey

Calico

Gun Metal 
Grey

Light SagePapyrus Caffe Late

Anthracite 
Grey

Cadet Grey Ready to Paint
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Open shelf unit with glazed wall units

Feature base end shelf unit

Glazed wall units
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Bridgwater Door Finish: 
 Handles: 

Available in:

Chalk White

Dark Sage

Pumice

Mulberry

Prosecco

Dainty Blue Plum

Ivory

Cobalt Blue

Light FernMussel

Pale Grey

Pantry Cream

Priory Blue

Dark FernPebble

Castle Grey

Calico

Gun Metal 
Grey

Light Sage

Papyrus Caffe Late

Anthracite 
Grey

Cadet Grey Ready to Paint Tall cantilever carousel corner unit
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Ely Door Finish: CAFFE LATTE & MULBERRY.

 Handles: 

Available in:

Chalk White

Dark Sage

Pumice

Mulberry

Prosecco

Dainty Blue Plum

Ivory

Cobalt Blue

Light FernMussel

Pale Grey

Pantry Cream

Priory Blue

Dark FernPebble

Castle Grey

Calico

Gun Metal 
Grey

Light SagePapyrus Caffe Late

Anthracite 
Grey

Cadet Grey Ready to Paint
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Bookcase unit Ely door detail

Contemporary feature mantle

Glazed wall units
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Ely Door Finish: 
 Handles: 

Available in:

Chalk White

Dark Sage

Pumice

Mulberry

Prosecco

Dainty Blue Plum

Ivory

Cobalt Blue

Light FernMussel

Pale Grey

Pantry Cream

Priory Blue

Dark FernPebble

Castle Grey

Calico

Gun Metal 
Grey

Light SagePapyrus Caffe Late

Anthracite 
Grey

Cadet Grey Ready to Paint
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storage

Pull-Out Larder

effortlessly out of a secure unit simply by pulling gently. Saving time and effort this larder 
avoids the problem of groceries being lost and forgotten at the back of a cupboard.  

• Available in several widths

• Available in several heights

• Available in 4 or 6 non slip baskets

• High quality chrome baskets

• Stores weights up to 100kg (100 bags of sugar!)

Swivel Larder Unit
With all the advantages of the Pull-Out Larder, the Pull-Out Swing Larder glides 
out and swings 90º left or right giving even better access.

• Gentle pull-out and swing operation which is easy to use

• High quality mechanism chrome baskets

• Stores weights up to 70kg

Swivel Larder UnitPull-Out Larder

Larder and Base Unit Solutions

Tea Towel Pull-Out

Storage Larder Full Height Storage Larder

Pull-Out Base Units
amount of storage space and functionality, so why not put that 
unused space to practical use.

• Full extension runners

• A range of accessories available

• 150 wide solutions

• Available in tea towel or storage basket versions

    

Storage 
Larder Unit
The Storage Larder Unit provides lots 
of space for bulk shopping. 

• Easy three-sided access

• Volumous storage in 5 separate drawers

• Available in various sizes
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Make the best out of 
storage space that 
sometimes goes unused.

Make the best use of wall covered space and 
accessibility by incorporating a Bi-Fold Lift Solution.

Swing up Solutions
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Cantilever Carousel
The Ultimate Corner makes the most out of 
wasted storage space from the back of 

out individually and completely so accessing any 

• Eliminates unnecessary lifting, bending or reaching

• Integrated Soft stop

• Suitable for both highline and drawerline applications

• Load capacity of each shelf is 20kg 

• Available to suit 450mm, 500mm and 600mm doors. 

• A Reddot Design Award winner

Carousel Corner 
The Carousel Corner is innovative and 
engineered so you have total control over the 
rotating movement. The doors fold away gently 
which make kitchen living very practical.

• Grey or white anti-slip shelves with chrome wire galleries

• Revolving folding doors

• Height adjustable shelves

• Maximum load capacity: 25kg per shelf

Magic Corner 

into one corner unit. Pull once gently and both 
the front pull-out and the rear one move forward 

• Utilise lost space in corner situations

• Grey or white anti-slip shelves with chrome wire galleries

• Maximum load capacity 32kg

• The frame height allows for taller items in the top 

 basket or installation below a drawer line.

• Magic corner consists of 1 frame set and 1 basket set.

 
Wall Unit

easy access and utilise all of the cabinet space.

• Good access.

• Easy to lift.

• Smooth mechanism with rest position.

 
Wall Unit
The ultimate in ease of use. This can be hand-operated or 

• One-touch open and close operation.

• Variable stop ensures lift system remains in the desired position.

Storage
Corner
Solutions
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The grey or white Antaro drawer box is supplied as standard across 
our collection. The smooth sided drawer adds to a contemporary 
design. Integrated soft close ensures silent and effortless closing 

This wooden drawer box is the ultimate drawer box which gives a 
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This drawer box is linear and sleek in design, which provides a slim 
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double drawer of 800/ 900 & 1000mm wide with the 
option of a Beech Knife Block insert.

Plastic cutlery inserts

400mm (w) 450mm (w) 500mm (w) 600mm (w)

900mm (w)800mm (w) 1000mm (w)

400mm (w) 450mm (w) 500mm (w) 600mm (w)

800mm (w) 900mm (w) 1000mm (w)

There are two sizes of cutlery or utensil inserts which can be combined 
with options to create a drawer system which is individual to you and the 
size of your drawer. (Please speak to your retailer for more details)

Orga-Line flexible cutlery inserts

Single 
cutlery 
insert

Single 
utensil 
insert

Double 
cutlery 
insert

Double 
utensil 
insert

Knife 
block 
insert

Foil 
Dispenser 
Insert

Storage 
Jar 
Insert

Flexible inserts:

the foil dispenser, making your cutlery drawer much more practical and 
easy to use.

Easy to use storage and cutting 

thing of the past.

 
• Clever pull and guillotine system 
• High quality stainless steel design

Convenient and practical way to 
store knives.

 
• Safe storage 
• High quality stainless steel design

Orga-Line knife block option Orga-Line foil dispenser option

Standard drawer with stainless steel cutlery inserts

The natural oak inserts consist of 3 standard sizes 
which can be combined with options to create a 
drawer system that is individual to you.

Natural Oak flexible 
cutlery inserts

Spice tray insert 200mm (w)

Knife tray insert 200mm (w)

200mm (w)400mm (w) 450mm (w) 500mm (w)

Options:

600Mm wide
(400 + 1 option)

800Mm wide
(400 + 2 options)

900Mm wide
(500 + 2 options)

1000Mm wide (400 + 3 options) 1200Mm wide (400 + 4 options)

In addition you can then choose from any 200mm Extension 

This table shows what cutlery insert 
is compatible with your chosen 
drawer system.

DRAWER SYSTEM PLASTIC  Orga-Line  
STAINLESS STEEL

 Ambia-Line   
ANTHRACITE

WOODEN

Standard - Grey

Standard - White

Upgrade - Wooden

Upgrade - Legrabox
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The grey or white Antaro drawer box is supplied as standard 

to a contemporary style. Integrated soft close ensures silent and 

This wooden drawer box is the ultimate drawer box which gives a 
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This drawer box is linear and sleek in design, which provides a slim 
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Also choose from a 
range of specialist 
drawer options

Sink drawer pull out unit creates space 
out of previously unused areas.

 
• removable storage trays 
• clever u-shaped design doesn’t interfere 
 with plumbing or waste disposal units 
• soft close drawer mechanism

The pull-out waste bin makes separating 
your recycled waste easy and more fun.

 
• removable waste compartments 
• soft close drawer mechanism

Sink drawer unit

Pull-out waste bin

This table shows which specialist 
option is compatible with your 
chosen drawer system.

DRAWER SYSTEM SINK DRAWER PULL-OUT WASTE BIN

Standard - Grey

Standard - White

Upgrade - Wooden

Upgrade - Legrabox
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Lighting Solutions

Plinth Lighting

• Cool white or warm white light
• Can be operated by remote control
• Can be surface mounted or recessed
• Long lamp life

• Natural white light
 

 for contemporary kitchens
• Can be operated by remote control
• Long lamp life and low energy consumption

Round Plinth Lights

• Cool white or warm white light
• Create a stunning spot light 
 effect around your plinth
• Can be operated by remote control
• Long lamp life

• Cool white or warm white light
• Create a stunning effect around your 

• Can be operated by remote control
• Long Lamp life

Planning lighting into your kitchen 
creates mood and solves practical 
lighting solutions.

 
 also over cabinet
• Cool white or warm white light
• Each bar has an integrated on/off touch switch. The 
 touch switch illuminates blue when the lights are 
 off for visibility
• The lens on this light, create an even spread of light
• Long lamp life and low energy consumption

Under Cabinet LightingU1

2

Drawer Lighting
 

• Cool white light
• Built in sensor, the light will come on once 
 the drawer is opened and switch off as 
 soon as the drawer is closed.

D3

Other Lighting Solutions
Power and USB Pod

• Perfect solution for island units 
• 2 USB ports available for mobile phone 
 & IPod charging
• Specially designed chrome handle 

 
 no longer be seen, the USB Pod 
 can be retracted fully whilst products 
 are still plugged in.

LED Flexible Strip Lighting
• Can be used almost anywhere around the kitchen
• Cool white or warm white light
• Long lamp life and low energy consumption

L4

• Can be operated by remote control
• Lasts up to 37,000 hours longer than halogen* 

 
 *based on normal average usage

Pre Fitted internal 
Down Lighting
P5

• Cool white light

• Cool white light

4

3

1

2

5
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3

2

4

6

7

2    Butchers 
Block Edging

 Butchers block adds the perfect 

creates an authentic impression of 
a solid piece of timber.

5    Upstands
 A cost effective alternative to tiling. 

You can mix and match to create 
the perfect combination of colour 
and material in your kitchen.

6    Wall Panelling
 A contemporary alternative to tiling, 

a feature wall can be designed to 
create a seamless look - which is 
easier to maintain with minimal 

7    Cut & edged panels
 Panels can be cut and edged to  

create breakfast bars and provide 
a practical element to a kitchen.

31     End Panels
 These panels are used to create 

the units to provide a truly 
contemporary kitchen.

    Matching Cabinets
 A selection of our worktop 

allowing you to create a seamless 
coordinated look.

4    Framing
 End panels can be used to encase 

units, this creates a uniformed 
and contemporary style for any 
modern kitchen.

1

5

Worktop Solutions
UrbanTop 38mm laminate worktops are an alternative to natural or solid surface worktops, practical and authentic these UrbanTop 38mm laminate worktops are an alternative to natural or solid surface worktops practical and authentic these

Our UrbanTop range will create a truly continental look and feel with matching 
cabinets and panels to give a coordinated look in your kitchen.
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Select your door style and finish

 

White Ivory Light Grey

Harrow

Grey Bardolino Oak LightLight Ash Oak Grey

White Ivory StoneMussel CashmerePebble Light GreyPumice

Treviso Light Natural Oak Tobacco Oak Nautic Oak

turn over for painted finishes…

Charnwood

White Ivory PumiceCream CashmereMussel Light Grey Ready to PaintPebble

White Ivory PumiceCream Mussel Light Grey Ready to PaintPebble Cashmere

Light Oak

Lincoln

Natural Oak Available inReady to Paint Ready to PaintAvailable in

Available in Ready to Paint Available in Ready to Paint

Please see page 86 and 87 for more information.

and giving you the freedom to paint your kitchen any colour you 
choose. 

Mussel Pebble Pumice Stone Cashmere

White Ivory Light GreyMussel Pebble Pumice Cashmere
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25 paint finishes of varying depths and tones created by skilled 
colourists for use in both traditional and contemporary kitchens.

Whether it’s a restoration project or a 
contemporary kitchen you are looking 
to create, this is an unrivaled colour 
collection where you can select a single 
colour, or a choice of complementary 

If you need some ideas on colour 
combinations that can be created 
from this collection then look no 
further than Colour-ties see pages 
86 and 87 for details.

perfect blank canvas and giving you 
the freedom to paint your kitchen 
any colour you choose. 

Chalk White Prosecco Ivory Pantry Cream Calico

PumiceCaffe LattePapyrusPebbleMussel

Light Fern Light Sage

Pale GreyGun Metal GreyPriory BlueCobalt Blue

Castle Grey Cadet Grey Ready to PaintAnthracite Grey Mulberry Plum
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Available when you choose one of these doors:

From a collection of 25 carefully chosen colours you can 
create beautiful harmonious colour palettes.

On the opposite page we have shown just four possible palettes each created 
using just four colours and a suggested complementary colour.

Many more are possible. The choice is yours.

All of our painted 
items are carefully 
matched by our 

expert paint 

Lincoln Gainsborough Ely Bridgwater

Chalk White

Prosecco

Ivory PumiceCaffe LattePapyrus

MusselLight Fern Light Sage

Pale Grey

Gun Metal GreyPriory BlueCobalt Blue

Castle Grey Cadet Grey Anthracite Grey

Blue Palette

Earth Palette

Green Palette

Grey Palette



UrbanTop laminate worktops provide the essential combination of functional performance and 

A fantastic alternative to natural worktops and solid surface, great 

design down in any way. They are stain, heat and impact resistant 

Choose your worktop finish

5 Year Guarantee 

Light GreyWhite Cashmere Pumice

Grey Bardolino Oak Light Ash Lancaster Oak

Oak Light Oak Grey

Nautic Oak Natural Oak Tobacco Oak Concrete

Durability 
The laminate surfaces are designed to 
withstand the stresses & strains of daily 
life, due to their high resistance against 
scratches and impact. Compared to real 
timber, our worktops are less prone to 
fading and changes after being exposed 
to direct sunlight. They are incredibly 
easy to look after, and unlike solid 

maintenance or repair.

Stain Resistance 
To remove those hard stains such as 
red wine and coffee, simply use a damp 
cloth & mild surface cleaner to easily 
remove in minutes.

Impact Resistance 
Every now and then, items stored away 
in cupboards can fall onto the surfaces. 
Our high density worktops are designed 
to withstand the impact of such items.

Lightfastness 
Unlike real timber, our laminate 

to fading and changes in colour caused 
from exposure to sun light.

Heat Resistance 
UrbanTop worktops have been 
rigorously tested against surface 
temperatures of up to 180 degrees and 
are designed to cope with the daily 
demands of a busy kitchen. We do 
however recommend the use of heat 

ovens and dishwashers to protect the 
underside of the worktop surface.effect edging we call Butchers Block that is applied to the worktops at both ends 

giving the impression of real timber. 
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Thickness 38mm

Number of finishes 16

Widths 1,500 to 3,000mm

640, 940 & 1,200mm

Edging 
thickness

1.5mm Edged all round

Worktop Edging Matching Worktop Finish in Linear or Plain

End Finishing for 
Woodgrain

Butchers Block End Grain

Cut & Edged Up to 3,000 x 1,200mm
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Colour co-ordinated
Britannia  Range Cookers
Whichever colour you have chosen for your kitchen can 
now become the colour of your Range Cooker.

You can customise your cooker, cooker hood or 
American style fridge freezer to match your taste and 
your kitchen. Choose from any of the 25 hand painted 

For more information please visit 

Chalk White

Mussel

Castle Grey

Prosecco

Pebble

Light Fern

Cobalt Blue

Cadet Grey

Ivory

Papyrus

Priory Blue

Anthracite Grey

Pantry Cream

Caffe Latte

Light Sage

Gun Metal Grey

Mulberry

Calico

Pumice

Pale Grey

Plum



Handle choices

Anthracite Stainless Steel
Uno Handle

564 563 562

Stainless Steel Anthracite

560 561 98 99

1021 1028 620234

Stainless Steel Rod Bar Handles Stainless Steel Rail Bar Handles

8237

8188

8437 8263

8167

8060

8423

1003 289 634 1031

1002 208 633 1030

1001 201 6331 1029

1004 353 635

Stainless Steel Knob

573

Cast Iron Knob

486 490 1046

1045551 570 550

Handle

623 97 10271037

Sizes for the following vary according
to the door/drawer

e  (12mm bar diameter available in 12 sizes)

  (18mm bar diameter available in 12 sizes)

Stainless Steel & 
White HandlesHandles

170 526 1012518

171 500 1032517

168 527 1013519

Cast Iron Handles Polished Pewter Handles

214 73 229

220 74 230

Pewter Handles

61 1009 1040 1042

62 1008 1041 1043

505 1015 532

504 1014 531

533

212 1039 618

213 1038 617

Flat Bar Handles

1023

1022

1053

1052

506 1016

1020

1019

225

226

1018

1017

1034

1033

92 93
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Benefits:
1. Rigid glue and dowel construction in 
 19mm high density material

2. Colour co-ordinated exterior/interior

3. Co-ordinated solid 19mm top shelf 
 for extra rigidity

4. Co-ordinated solid 8mm back panels in all units

5.  
 attach unit securely to wall

6.  
 electrical and plumbing services

7.  

8. 110º Blum® Integrated Soft Close Clip-on 

9.  
 Hi-Line - supported by stainless steel shelf pegs

10.  
 for uneven floors

11. Robust thermoplast in ABS edging on 
 all cabinet edges.

12. Integrated door buffers

13. 10 year Guarantee on all cabinets

With extensive experience in both 
development and design, we are proud to 
offer one of the most highly specified cabinets 
available. All our kitchens are made to fulfil 
your individual order, and are manufactured 
to the very highest of standards. 

allowing unrestricted access to the contents, 

doors and drawers protecting fingers, 
cabinets and contents. 

Choose from handles, plinths, feature leg 
systems and end panels to complete the look.

Town & Country Cabinet

13

3

5

6

1

10

11

9

4
8

12

7

2

Mereway Cabinet 
The Ultimate Test!

kitchens to show you how strong they really are.

 
www.merewaykitchens.co.uk

it’s all about…

...  the choice
•Contemporary through to traditional

•A look for all tastes, budgets 
and lifestyles.

...  the passion,
•Inspired by cosmopolitan culture

•Combinations of textures, 

...  the detail,
•Bespoke and hand made

•Finest quality materials and hand painted

•Traditional in-frame craftsmanship.
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Please note:

We reserve the right to make changes to design and specifications without prior notice. The photographs may show optional accessories which do not form part of the standard specification.
 We take great care in the photography of products illustrated, however due to variables in the photographic and printing processes, colours may vary from actual 

product. All copyright is reserved. Any person or company reproducing the same in part or whole, without permission will be liable to prosecution.

 

©Dixon Turner Wall Coverings, ©KitchenAid Appliances and ©Siemens Appliances

…it’s all about choice!
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